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1. Introduction
1.1 The evolution of innovation paradigm
The great dynamic effect of innovation on the economy has been recog-
nized by scholars for quite a long time [45, 108]. Innovation has been
the main source of competitive advantage for companies since the 1990s
[117].
Four historical periods for the development of the innovation paradigm
have been identiﬁed in the literature [95]. The post-war period to the
mid-1960s is indicated as the era of technology or science push. The dis-
advantage of this approach is that little attention is paid to the entire pro-
cess or the role of the market place [95]. Innovation relying exclusively on
technology push can lead to low user acceptance [114].
From the mid-1960s to the late 1970s, the innovation paradigm shifted
from technology push to market pull. The downside of the market pull
approach is that it can only cater to explicit user needs or incremental
innovations rather than breakthroughs [95, 114].
From the late 1970s to the early 1990s, a combined innovation approach
by both market pull and technology push became prevalent. This ap-
proach has two main drawbacks. First, it focuses on product and pro-
cess innovations rather than market and organizational innovations. Sec-
ond, it focuses on the creation of innovations rather than exploitation
[95]. During this period, Von Hippel identiﬁed the change in the user
role from traditional passive respondents to active innovation co-creators
[128, 126]. Different user involvement approaches emerged during this
period, for example, participatory design (PD) [87] and user-centered de-
sign (UCD) [29].
From the early 1990s to the early 2000s, the fourth innovation paradigm
1
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is characterized by more extensive alliances, partnerships and collabora-
tions between different partners. The phenomena of Web 2.0 [94], Crowd-
sourcing [56], and Open Innovation [25] emerged during this period. Both
radical innovation and incremental innovation are emphasized [50, 11].
For example, Web 2.0 is not much radical technical innovation but new
way of using existing technologies [94]. Market and organizational inno-
vations are focal points in this period [61, 51]. For example, the Open
Innovation model is a new organizational innovation model for compa-
nies, in which there is more internal and external cooperation [24]. One
challenge of the fourth innovation paradigm is that innovation processes
are becoming more complex for coordination and system integration of
different partners and components in innovation networks [95].
1.2 Transformation and expansion of user and context
With the fourth innovation paradigm represented by the Open Innova-
tion model becoming more and more popular, companies are increasingly
interested in involving users in innovation, especially in the ICT innova-
tion and Information Systems (IS) [44]. However, involving users in the
innovation processes is still considered to be complex [22, 80, 62, 113].
Many reasons concerned for this are related with the transformation and
expansion of the concepts of context and user in the innovation process.
For example, traditional IT systems focus on supporting organizational
processes and work practices such as the Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems and the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) sys-
tems. While the organizational context still prevails for the usage of ICT
technologies and systems, with the popularity and pervasion of ICT tech-
nologies such as home PCs, the Internet, and mobile phones, ICT becomes
more and more popular in private contexts as well (e.g., for supporting so-
cial contacts and interactions in people’s everyday lives) [65, 134, 113,
137].
Users usually interact with innovation applications (e.g., products or
services) in continuous frames of different contexts such as space, time,
actors, and artifacts, as shown in Figure 1.1 [137]. Hence, the process of
exploring user requirements and needs related to innovations is a complex
technical, social, and psychological process that is bound to the actual
contexts [113].
However, many traditional user involvement approaches, such as UCD
2
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Figure 1.1. Schematic framework of the user experience (from [137]).
[49] and PD [86], come more from the background of workplace context
(e.g., workshop or laboratory) than users’ real-life contexts. Therefore,
they usually have some limitations in the continuity of interaction of dif-
ferent contexts (e.g., time, space, actors, and events) [40]. For example,
traditional user involvement approaches might ignore how innovations
are used with an array of other artifacts [53] or neglect the collective or
social aspect of innovation utilization [37, 62] or limit interaction to single
events for short-term participation [71, 100]. Therefore, recent research
on user involvement in innovation advocates understanding users in more
mundane contexts that stretch from workplaces and organizations into
everyday life [16, 110] and public spheres [10, 59, 15].
On the other hand, the concept of users is also transformed and ex-
panded in innovation. First, the user’s role has transformed and expanded
during the evolution of the innovation paradigm. Users’ role has changed
from passive content consumers to content producers (e.g., Wikipedia) to
active innovation co-creators (e.g., New Product Development) [57, 129,
128, 130]. Second, the user’s scope is expanded. In the early period of
user innovation, “Lead users", who are ahead of a trend and encounter
needs, are the main source for user innovation [129, 128, 127]. Many user
innovation examples (e.g., Open source software) stem from professional
or hobbyist communities instead of average consumers [55]. Many tra-
ditional user involvement approaches, such as UCD and PD, limit the
involvement of a small group of users and are more based on the as-
sumption that user needs are something given or pre-existing, which can
be answered by users or elicited by researchers. However, with the de-
velopment of ICT technologies, more and more ordinary people (e.g., the
real end-users) are empowered by ICTs (e.g., PCs and Smartphones) and
have the potential as a new innovation source. ICTs facilitate more gen-
uine and large-scale democratic engagement of innovation by citizens [10].
“Lead users"-based user innovation and a small group of user-oriented
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traditional user-involvement approaches are not capable of addressing
the needs and dreams of the majority of “normal" users and lay citizens
[100, 40]. For average users, they articulate their needs only gradually
by interacting with the applications in the real-life contexts because user
needs might not be well known (e.g., implicit needs) or even not yet ex-
isting at the time of involving them (e.g., future needs) [62]. They often
prefer familiar products and incremental improvements (e.g., the common
products in their real-life contexts) [30, 119]. For normal users, the “user-
developer culture gap" [37] is even bigger than lead users as there are
less mutual contexts between ordinary users and developers or designers
(e.g., the laboratory context vs. the real-life social context and the unfa-
miliar technological solutions and modeling languages vs. familiar daily
life products and languages) [125, 100].
1.3 The emergence of Living Lab innovation approach
Under the background of the fourth innovation paradigm characterized by
the extensive collaboration and partnerships and the transformation and
expansion of user and context in innovation, one emerging Open Innova-
tion approach called “Living Lab" (LL), which employs the advantages of
both users and their real-life contexts, has recently gained increasing in-
terest and momentum in both industry and academia [32, 31, 120, 5]. The
initial concept of LL was introduced in 1995 by Professor William Mitchell
from the MIT MediaLab and School of Architecture and city planning [33].
The original idea of LL was to construct a home-like living environment
by ambient intelligence and ubiquitous computing technologies (such as
wireless and sensor technologies) to sense, prototype, and validate com-
plex ICT solutions [113]. Examples of this kind of LLs include the Aware
Home at the Georgia Institute of Technology [70] and the PlaceLab at
MIT [63], which simulate users’ real-life contexts (e.g., the home) in the
laboratory. Later, the concept has been extended to more general open
innovation environments in real-life contexts, in which user-driven inno-
vation is fully integrated within the co-creation process by the close collab-
oration between users and other stakeholders such as business, research
institutes, and government in Public-Private-People Partnerships (PPPP)
[33, 103]. Many examples of this kind of LLs are listed in the European
Network of Living Labs (ENoLL, www.openlivinglabs.eu), which trans-
form users’ real-life contexts (e.g., community and city) into a big social
4
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Figure 1.2. Research focus
innovation laboratory [59].
The advantages and beneﬁts of the LL approach have been recognized in
many studies. For example, LL can provide structure and governance for
companies to involve users [3, 113], understand user needs in the real-life
contexts [63], and reduce market-based risk [4]. However, as a relatively
young and evolving innovation approach and research ﬁeld, more theo-
retical and empirical research is needed to gain deeper insights into the
different aspects of the dynamic LL domain, such as user involvement,
service creation, infrastructure, methodology, and innovation outcomes
[104, 28, 38, 113, 85].
1.4 Scope of research
LL has its origin as an extension to the testbed for ICT technologies and
services. Currently, LL is also mainly used on ICT development and inno-
vation [38, 60]. For this reason, this thesis mainly focuses on LL research
and practices in the digital services domain. In digital services, Web 2.0
has enabled a dramatically large user population to become involved in
digital services innovation (e.g., social media) as active producers instead
of passive consumers by lowering the barriers for users to contribute. Cur-
rently, Web 2.0 technologies have been widely used in many LL domains,
such as healthcare, communities, and smart cities [68, 105, 106]. There-
fore, more speciﬁcally, the research focus is on the intersection between
Web 2.0 and LL for digital services, as shown in Figure 1.2.
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1.5 Motivations and research questions
Two research questions and their respective motivations are as follows:
ICT infrastructure is an important means in many LL innovation ac-
tivities, such as context research and stakeholders’ collaboration and co-
creation processes [38, 85]. Infrastructure does not refer to the services
and technologies per se under control of the LL, but to illustrate how dif-
ferent services, technologies, and stakeholders are connected to open net-
works or architectures[85]. LL has been deﬁned as a platform [7, 92],
an ecosystem [97, 31], a system [28], and an organization [83]. These
perspectives of deﬁnitions emphasize the infrastructure functions of LL
(platform) and how different components or resources are connected and
organized (Ecosystem, system, and organization). For the important roles
of ICT infrastructure, the ﬁrst objective is to provide empirical experi-
ences and insights into the ICT infrastructure architecture aspect from
many years of international LL project practice experiences in different
domains. Although Web 2.0 technologies have been widely used in many
LL domains [68, 105, 106], the research to form a holistic LL infrastruc-
ture architecture by using Web 2.0 technologies is still scarce. For this
reason, the ﬁrst research question is as follows:
• RQ1: Can Web 2.0 elements be used in the LL infrastructure as a part
of the LL architecture?
Suitable processes and methods are needed for LL to understand users’
behavior and to facilitate user involvement and stakeholders’ collabora-
tion in the innovation and development process. LL has also been de-
ﬁned as a methodology [84], and an approach [34]. However, as LL is
a rather new area, there is a remarkable lack of in-depth descriptions
and discussions of LL processes and methods in current LL literature
[38, 113]. Therefore, more empirical experiences are needed in the LL
processes and methods aspects [33, 38]. The second research objective is
to provide empirical experiences in the LL processes and methods based
on many years of international LL project practice experiences. The sec-
ond research question is as follows:
• RQ2: What are proper methods for implementing an LL?
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Figure 1.3. Taxonomy of research approaches (from [67]).
1.6 Research approach
LL by nature is multi-disciplinary [13]. Therefore, different research ap-
proaches are used for different research questions and different aspects
of LL. There are different taxonomies of research approaches in the IS re-
search area [41, 93, 82, 67, 58]. The research approach taxonomy proposed
by Järvinen (Figure 1.3) is selected to illustrate the research approaches
used in this thesis [67]. Overall, the research approaches in this thesis
belong to approaches studying reality because LL is related to real users
and real-life contexts. Speciﬁcally, research approaches for RQ1 (LL archi-
tecture) belong to researches stressing utility of artifacts as LL infrastruc-
ture artifacts are built and evaluated by design science methods. Design
science methods are mainly used to assess the quality and effectiveness
of artifacts [58]. Research approaches for RQ2 (LL methods) belong to
researches stressing what is reality. Research approaches for RQ2 (LL
methods) can be subdivided into approaches for empirical studies, where
raw data are collected from reality. Further, research approaches for RQ2
(LL methods) belong to theory-testing approaches through case studies.
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1.7 Structure of the thesis
The structure of the thesis is organized according to the research ques-
tions shown in Figure 1.4.
Chapter 1 presents the background, motivation, research scope, research
questions,research approach, thesis structure, and a summary of research
contributions.
Chapter 2 proposes a conceptual framework of LL (Publication I) by
conceptual-analytical approaches. Conceptual-analytical approaches are
used by a literature review, which does not require empirical research
to be conducted but relies more on existing theories, models, and frame-
works in the literature and logical reasoning to integrate them [67]. The
conceptual framework proposes a set of core principles of LL, which is
juxtaposed against the corresponding Web 2.0 principles for comparison.
Chapter 3 addresses the RQ1 (Publication II & Publication III & Publi-
cation IV). Publication II proposes and implements a ubiquitous LL ser-
vices platform architecture by combining social media and Web of Things
(WoT). Publication III generalizes a common LL infrastructure architec-
ture from the implementation experiences in several different LL projects.
Publication IV studies how to integrate the heterogeneous smart devices
into business processes by a Web-based two-layered integration technical
framework.
Chapter 4 addresses the RQ2 (Publication V & Publication VI & Publi-
cation VII). A LL activity process model and a LL methods taxonomy are
proposed and evaluated (Publication V) . Publication VI and Publication
VII present the application of different LL methods in two LL projects.
Publication VI presents a study of two campus-based social media ser-
vices by social network analysis, while Publication VII presents a study of
everyday lives of Chinese university students by mobile sensing. A com-
parison of different LL methods is summarized.
Chapter 5 discusses and concludes the thesis.
1.8 Key contributions of the thesis
The key contributions of the thesis are as follows:
• Although many deﬁnitions of LL from different perspectives have been
proposed in the LL literature, a holistic view towards LL is still form-
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Figure 1.4. Thesis structure
ing. This thesis proposes an LL conceptual framework to organize frag-
mented views towards LL into a holistic view (Publication I). The con-
ceptual framework proposes a set of core principles of LL, which is jux-
taposed against the corresponding set of Web 2.0 principles for compar-
ison. The conceptual framework is from the perspective of digital ser-
vices of how LL innovation principles have changed or expanded from
Web 2.0 principles for digital services in different dimensions.
• A ubiquitous LL services platform is proposed and implemented by com-
bining the social media and Web of Things (Publication II), which pro-
vides smart innovation spaces in the real-life contexts and user behav-
ior sensing capabilities. The platform artifacts are tested and improved
in different projects. A common ICT infrastructure architecture model
(Publication III) is generalized from different LL projects implementa-
tion experiences. A two-layered Web-based technical framework to inte-
grate heterogeneous smart devices and business processes into the LL
infrastructure (Publication IV) is proposed. The feasibility and effec-
tiveness of the technical framework are evaluated in a real-life elderly
care LL case and compared with other alternative integration solutions
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by different criteria.
• An LL activity process model and and a taxonomy of LL methods (Publi-
cation V) are developed and evaluated in different LL projects for better
understanding of LL activity processes and methods classiﬁcation. A
comparison of different LL methods is summarized from the application
of LL methods in several LL project cases (Publication VI, Publication
VII).
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2. Living Lab Concept
This chapter proposes an LL conceptual framework by conceptual analy-
sis approaches. The core innovation principles of LL are proposed and
compared with corresponding Web 2.0 principles. The purpose of this
chapter is to provide a holistic view towards LL from the perspective of
digital services.
2.1 The fragmented views towards Living Lab Concept
With the development of LL, it has been deﬁned as a methodology, ap-
proach, environment, platform, ecosystem, and organization, as shown in
Table 2.1. There is no universally accepted deﬁnition for LL yet. The cur-
rent situation towards the LL view is similar to “the blind men and the
elephant" story. Different deﬁnitions view LL from different perspectives.
These deﬁnitions are not contradictory but are complementary to each
other. There are also some attempts to identify the key principles and
characteristics of LL, such as openness, empowerment of users, and real-
ism [33, 28, 13, 12]. However, a holistic view towards LL is still forming
[9].
2.2 The connections between Web 2.0 and Living Lab
An innovation paradigm is a process of development and evolution. Al-
though LL and Web 2.0 seem to belong to different domains, there are
many similarities and connections between Web 2.0 and LL. For example,
Web 2.0 and LL share many common characteristics, as follows [97, 38]:
• Empower users and involve them as active co-creators.
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Table 2.1. Living Lab deﬁnitions from different perspectives
Perspective Deﬁnition
Environment
environments for innovation and development where users are exposed to
new ICT solutions in (semi) realistic contexts, as part of medium- or long-
term studies targeting an evaluation of new ICT solutions and discovery
of innovation opportunities [38].
a user-centric innovation milieu built on everyday practice and research,
with an approach that facilitates user inﬂuence in open and distributed
innovation processes engaging all relevant partners in real-life contexts,
aiming to create sustainable values [13].
Methodology
a user-centric research methodology for sensing, prototyping, validating,
and reﬁning complex solutions in multiple and evolving real-life contexts
[33].
a methodology to deal with user-driven open innovation as well as a way
to organize the collaborative experimentation and co-creation with real
users in a real-life environment [84].
Approach
a systemic innovation approach in which all stakeholders in a product,
service, or application participate directly in the development process
[34].
a human-centric research and development approach whereby ICT inno-
vations are co-created, tested, and evaluated in open, collaborative, multi-
contextual real-world settings [12].
Platform
an experimental platform where the users are studied in their everyday
habitat [92].
an open innovation platform aims at reconstructing the natural user en-
vironment as much as possible [7].
Ecosystem
an open research and innovation ecosystem involving user communities
(application pull), solution developers (technology push), research labs,
local authorities, and policy makers, as well as investors [97].
a user-driven open innovation ecosystem based on a business – citizens –
government partnership which enables users to take an active part in the
research, development, and innovation process [31].
System a system enabling people, users/consumers of services and products, to
take active roles as contributors and co-creators in the research, develop-
ment, and innovation process [28].
Organization a “service providing organization in the topic of R&D and innovation” with
a set of resources including: areas of competency, local partners and stake-
holders, ICT infrastructure, operational methodology, and administrative
resources [83].
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• Evaluate or validate new ICT solutions with users.
• Gain insight into unexpected ICT uses and new service opportunities.
For example, Web 2.0 services can gain insight from users’ online behav-
ior by Web analytics tools (e.g., Google Analytics). LL can gain insight
from users’ everyday life activities and experiences by different kinds of
sensors.
• Medium- or long-term studies with users by ICT mediation.
Web 2.0 technologies have been widely used in many LL domains such
as healthcare [68] , communities [105], and smart cities [106].
2.3 From Web 2.0 to Living Lab: a comparison of the core
innovation principles
Historically, there are also fragmented views towards Web 2.0, which has
been seen as Web technologies [72], software applications [122], syndica-
tion of contents [26], services [2], community, and business models [66].
However, the seven principles of Web 2.0 proposed by O’Reilly are still
the best way to comprehensively understand it and show how Web 2.0
has evolved from Web 1.0 [94, 88]. We argue that similar to Web 2.0, in
order to get a holistic view of LL , it is important to understand the key
principles of LL. Due to the similarities and connections between Web 2.0
and LL and the scope of this thesis in digital services, it is interesting to
juxtapose LL principles against Web 2.0 principles for comparison from
the perspective of digital services.
The following subsections will detail the comparison between the seven
widely accepted Web 2.0 principles by O’Reilly [94] and our summarized
key principles of LL. The key principles of LL are mainly based on existing
theories, models, and frameworks in the literature and logical reasoning
to integrate them.
2.3.1 Principle 1: Web as a platform vs. Living Lab as an
innovation ecosystem
A Web 2.0 service is a combination of software and data or Software as a
Service (SaaS) [94]. In SaaS mode, the software is no longer traditional
packaged software, but exists as web services. From the perspective of
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innovation, Web 2.0 is not much of a technical innovation but rather a
new way of using existing technologies. For example, a key component
of Web 2.0 “Ajax" (Asynchronous Javascript and XML) is built on ex-
isting Web technology (Javascript) and standard (XML). Many Web 2.0
services are web mashups which are innovative ways of integrating ex-
isting web services and data sources [36], as shown in Figure 2.1 (a).
In Web 2.0, the Web becomes a programmable innovation platform (cf.
www.programmableweb.com) instead of a passive data repository as in
Web 1.0 .
The innovation vortex of LL is shown in Figure 2.1 (b). LL innovation
expands the ﬁrst Web 2.0 principle in several ways. First, although both
Web 2.0 and LL are networked innovations, the network boundary of LL
has expanded from the Web to real-life contexts by using enabling tech-
nologies such as ubiquitous computing and WoT. Therefore, the services
and data sources for innovation have expanded. Second, the stakehold-
ers in innovation have expanded. Web 2.0 is a grassroots (community)
innovation, while LL is a more complex innovation ecosystem involving
many different stakeholders such as business, research institutes, devel-
opers, government, and end-users or Public-Private-People Partnerships
(PPPP) [33]. Third, the complexity of innovation has increased because of
the artifacts network expansion (e.g., more devices and sensors) and the
actors network expansion (e.g., more stakeholders), the complexity of in-
novation also increased in LL innovation because of the increasing efforts
to integrate more heterogeneous devices and to coordinate the collabora-
tion between more different stakeholders. The ecosystem perspective of
LL corresponds to the openness principles of LL, as digital innovations
are created and validated in open collaborative multi-contextual empiri-
cal real-life contexts [13, 12].
2.3.2 Principle 2: Harnessing collective intelligence vs.
combining user and context
Harnessing collective intelligence is the main principle of Web 2.0 [94].
Other similar phrases for collective intelligence are the “wisdom of crowds"
and the “long tail" effect. Examples of this principle include Google PageR-
ank, Flickr tagging, and Amazon reviews. Essentially, it means utilizing
the network effects from user contributions or user-added values. Specif-
ically, Web 2.0 services are designed to utilize the implicit contributions
from a large number of ordinary users as opposed to explicit contributions
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1. Innovation vortex: (a) Web 2.0 (b) Living Lab .
Figure 2.2. Innovation forces (adapted from [114]).
from a small number of leader users or experts [66].
On the one hand, the scope of users in innovation has expanded in LL.
With the development of ICT technologies, more and more ordinary peo-
ple (e.g., elderly people and lay citizens) are empowered by ICTs (e.g.,
Smartphones) and have the potential, as a new innovation source, for a
wider range of collective intelligence [10]. On the other hand, although
users are still in the central position in LL innovation, the drivers of in-
novation in LL innovation have expanded by adding a new innovation
force — the “Context Push", as shown in Figure 2.2 [114]. Traditional
innovation forces include technology push and market pull. The rise of
user-driven innovation and community innovation (e.g., Web 2.0) adds a
new innovation force — user push. The key difference between LL and
other user-driven innovation approaches is that LL emphasizes the inno-
vation from context push in users’ real-life contexts, which can discover
hidden user needs and unexpected user behavior patterns [99, 39].
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2.3.3 Principle 3: Data is the next Intel Inside vs. Experience is
the next key aspect
In Web 2.0, the companies who control the data can gain key advantages
in the market, which also reﬂects that data is one of the main purposes of
computing in Web 2.0.
In LL, the main purpose of computing is experience rather than data.
Early LL research built a home-like experiential environment by using
sensors and intelligent devices. With the further development of ICT
technologies such as WoT and mobile computing, the four dimensions of
people’s everyday life experiences (time, space, actors, and artifacts) have
been increasingly digitalized [137]. The focus of LL is to obtain ICT inno-
vation sources from people’s everyday experiences in real-life contexts and
innovate ICT solutions to make better life experiences for people. Many
scholars argue that the computing paradigm is shifting from data to ex-
perience [65, 137].
2.3.4 Principle 4: End of the software release cycle vs. End of
the innovation cycle
In Web 2.0, software shifts from artifact to services that need to be main-
tained continuously. For example, Google must continuously crawl the
Web to update its indices. Thus, there are no traditional software release
cycles for Web 2.0 services. Users are treated as co-developers. New fea-
tures are quickly added to or removed from services by real time monitor-
ing of user online behavior. Web 2.0 services often exist in “the perpetual
beta" development status [94].
With the increase in the ubiquity and pervasiveness of ICT technologies
(such as ubiquitous computing and mobile handset-based monitoring), the
real time and large-scale monitoring of user behavior in real-life contexts
becomes feasible and affordable. Users’ living contexts become ubiquitous
living "laboratories". LL research is conducted by continuously monitor-
ing users’ behavior in their daily life activities and experiences in differ-
ent contexts (e.g., online and ofﬂine) over a medium or long period [38].
Users are treated as co-partners (e.g., co-developers and co-researchers),
as shown in Figure 2.3. Empowered by ICT tools such as self-monitoring
tools, visualization, and statistics tools, users can do some kinds of re-
search work (e.g., collecting and analyzing data), which have been the
privileges of researchers in the past [100]. Users are viewed as active
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Figure 2.3. The model of Living Lab approach (adapted from [77]).
and competent co-partners and domain experts in LL, which stresses the
active roles of users, such as decision-makers and co-creators, instead of
passive roles such as participants [13, 12]. In addition to the meaning
of research in real-life contexts, LL also suggests that innovation often
exists in a continuously ongoing status. Innovations (e.g., new products
or services) emerge from the continuous interaction between the stake-
holders, such as users, developers, and researchers, and the interaction
between users and innovations in real-life contexts [77]. Continuity is an
important principle of LL [12].
2.3.5 Principle 5: Lightweight programming models vs. Dual
innovation models
Web 2.0 services are web services built on top of lightweight programming
models (such as RSS (Really Simple Syndicate), REST (Representational
State Transfer), and Ajax) instead of more complex corporate web services
models such as SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). This beneﬁts the
reuse of services and boosts grassroots innovation for low technical barri-
ers [94].
From innovation’s perspective, Web 2.0 is a bottom-up grassroots or
community innovation model. There are also top-down innovation mod-
els, such as the classical manufacturer-centric closed models and Ches-
brough’s open innovation models [25]. In closed models, innovations are
created in an R&D (Research and Development) unit or its equivalent
[18]. In Chesbrough’s open innovation models, companies harness both
external ideas and internal R&D [25]. The closed innovation models and
open innovation models are both company-leading top-down models.
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Figure 2.4. Dual model for Living Lab by combining top-down and bottom-up.
In general, LLs have an important role as bridges. LLs are bridges or
intermediaries between open innovation and community innovation [9].
LLs are commonly known as Public Private People Partnerships which
integrate concurrent research and innovation processes [14]. Based on
this and the idea of a dual model that integrates business and grass-
roots into an enterprise architecture design [132, 52], the dual model is
proposed to illustrate the intermediary role of LL between open innova-
tion and community innovation as shown in Figure 2.4. The combina-
tion of top-down and bottom-up is an important principle of LLs [75, 79].
With top-down, LLs provide structure and governance to user participa-
tion for companies [3] and manage innovation development networks [76]
and technology adaptions in an organizational setting [20]. With bottom-
up, LL provides user needs, requirements, and unanticipated innovation
ideas and innovation development to companies [98, 118, 79].
2.3.6 Principle 6: Software above the level of a single device vs.
Experience above the level of a single context
Web 2.0 services are no longer limited to the PC platform. They can be ac-
cessed by heterogeneous devices such as PCs, mobile phones, and tablets.
The Web functions as a virtual single device for users, providing them
with seamless access to services [94].
However, in Web 2.0, computing is still separated from users’ other daily
activities and experiences, while in LL, it is seamlessly embedded in ev-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5. Connection: (a) Web as a single device (b) Living Lab as a single context .
eryday life experiences and contexts. Therefore, LLs act as a single con-
text for users, which provide users with seamless experiences in differ-
ent contexts. The comparison between Web 2.0 and LL is illustrated in
Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5 shows that Web provides a uniform access inter-
face to heterogeneous devices, while LL offers a consistent experience for
different contexts. Essentially, Web 2.0 connects people no matter what
devices they use or where their physical contexts are. Web 2.0 functions
as a big virtual device for running Web applications and services . For
LL, it connects both people and contexts, including online context and dif-
ferent ofﬂine physical contexts for seamless user experiences in different
contexts.
2.3.7 Principle 7: Rich user experiences vs. Real user
experiences
Web 2.0 services provide users with richer service experiences by using
technologies such as Ajax [94]. However, Web 2.0 service experience is
still separated from other forms of human daily experiences such as shop-
ping and traveling. For LL, the core is to provide users with seamless real-
life experiences in different contexts. The principle of realism (real users
in real life situations) is also what distinguishes LL from other kinds of
user-centric innovation approaches [12].
2.4 Chapter summary
We summarize the comparison between Web 2.0 and LL in Table 2.2.
In Table 2.2, we can see that LL innovation expands from Web 2.0 inno-
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Table 2.2. The core innovation principles comparison between Web 2.0 and Living Lab
Principle Dimension Web 2.0 Living Lab
P1 Network boundary Web Real-life contexts
P2 Innovation drivers Users Users & contexts
P3 Computing paradigm Data Experience
P4 User roles Co-developers Co-partners
P5 Innovation model Bottom-up Bottom-up & top-down
P6 Connection People People & contexts
P7 Feature Rich experiences Real experiences
vation in many different dimensions, such as network boundary and user
roles. Compared with Web 2.0, LL is a wider and deeper level of inno-
vation approach which integrates more devices, stakeholders, and disci-
plines. This also makes it more difﬁcult to scale up LL to the macrolevel
[3]. The challenges are not only technical; they can also be commercial,
legal, political, and cultural.
Web 2.0 and LL are similar in that they both take advantage of the
active and centric roles of users and their communities. The relationship
between Open Innovation and LL is that LL is a user- and context-driven
Open Innovation. LL is a combination of company-led Open Innovation
and user-led community innovation. The key difference between LL and
Open Innovation and other user-driven innovation approaches is that LL
emphasizes the importance of real-life contexts in innovation.
In this chapter, we propose a conceptual framework for LL by studying
the key innovation principles of LL and comparing the LL principles with
corresponding Web 2.0 principles. This chapter contributes to a holistic
view towards LL.
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3. Living Lab Architecture
3.1 The importance of ICT infrastructure in Living Lab
As a general user-centric innovation approach and milieu in real-life con-
texts, LL does not limit itself to ICT innovation. It can be used for non-
ICT areas such as rural development and non-ICT products and services
innovation [13]. However, from LL literature and many European Com-
mission (EC) reports such as recent LL reports [31, 32], we can see that
ICT has increasing importance in LL development and innovation, either
as a means or an end. For example, ICT technologies such as ubiquitous
computing and mobile technologies have been used to measure user daily
activities. Web-based tools have been used for LL stakeholder communica-
tion and collaboration. The development of networking of LLs has higher
demands for ICT technologies such as reusable, interoperable, adaptive,
and scalable ICT infrastructure architectures and tools. This chapter ad-
dresses the RQ1: Can Web 2.0 elements be used in the LL infrastructure
as a part of the LL architecture?
3.2 Background theory
With the rapid development of ICT technologies, digitization has entered
into nearly every aspect of people’s lives, such as entertainment, busi-
ness, education, government, and health. There is an increasing number
of information sources and services around us enabling new ways of in-
teracting with our everyday environment in work, at home, and in leisure
activities. Examples include intelligent devices, sensors embedded in the
environment and the emerging Internet-of-Things (IoT). Simultaneously
users are becoming increasingly involved as information providers and
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consumers by means of Web 2.0 and social media. Around these phenom-
ena, some related emerging research concepts and research ﬁelds have
become popular, such as Digital Ecosystem (DE), LL, and experiential
computing. In order to better understand the digital aspect of LL, we ﬁrst
clarify the relationships between DE, LL, and experiential computing.
3.2.1 Digital Ecosystem
The origin of the DE concept is related to the concept of the Digital Busi-
ness Ecosystem (DBE) , which was ﬁrst proposed in Europe as a response
to how the European Union could assist SMEs (Small and Medium En-
terprises) in adopting ICT technologies more effectively in order to im-
prove productivity [89]. Nachira deﬁnes DBE as “ a ‘digital environment’
populated by ‘digital species’, which could be software components, appli-
cations, services, knowledge, business models, training modules, contrac-
tual frameworks, laws, . . . " [89]. The DBE is the combination of the tech-
nical or digital part (Digital Ecosystem) and the business part (Business
Ecosystem) [90]. The DBE deﬁnition emphasizes the business perspec-
tive.
There are many different emerging deﬁnitions for DE. For example,
Briscoe and Wilde deﬁne DE as “the digital counterparts of biological
ecosystems, which are self-organizing and scalable architectures that can
automatically solve complex, dynamic problems" [19]. This deﬁnition views
DE from the architecture perspective. Chang and West deﬁne DE as “an
open, loosely coupled, domain-clustered, demand-driven, self-organizing
agents’ environment, where each species is proactive and responsive for
its own beneﬁt or proﬁt" [23]. This deﬁnition views DE from the envi-
ronment perspective. For the purpose of this chapter, we view DE as a
technical architecture.
3.2.2 Experiential computing
Traditionally, computing is separated from other forms of human activ-
ities and focuses on organizations and business [65, 112, 137]. With the
ubiquity and pervasion of ICT and digitization by sensors, embedded com-
puting, mobile computing, and social computing, a new computing paradigm
called “experiential computing" has emerged [65]. Experiential comput-
ing is deﬁned as “digitally mediated embodied experiences in everyday
activities through everyday artifacts with embedded computing capabili-
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ties" [137].
3.2.3 The relationships between Digital Ecosystem, Living Lab,
and Experiential computing
The relationships between DE, LL, and experiential computing are shown
in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. The relationships between Digital Ecosystem, Living Lab, and Experiential
computing.
DE provides a scalable and self-organizing ICT technical architecture
[19], while LL provides a rich experiential environment for data, informa-
tion, and innovation sources [33]. The combination of DE and LL will fos-
ter experiential computing and innovations in everyday life experiences.
The four dimensions of user everyday life experience (time, space, arti-
facts, and actors) are digitalized in experiential computing [137]. For ex-
ample, the space context is digitalized by context-aware computing such
as ambient intelligence, ubiquitous computing, and IoT. The digitalization
of time can take the forms of a digital timestamp and a time line (e.g., real-
time, historical user behavior data and future prediction of user behavior).
The digitalization of artifacts can take the form of different kinds of sen-
sors, such as tagging (e.g., RFID chips), location (e.g., GPS), environment
(e.g., temperature), and movement (e.g., accelerator) [21, 101]. The dig-
italization of actors has been partly accomplished by Social Networking
Sites (SNS) and Social media [137], mobile computing (e.g., smartphones),
and wearable computing (e.g., smart wrist watch) [102]. Figure 3.2 shows
the ICT-enabled LL experiential computing by combining digitalized LL
environment, actors, and artifacts in everyday life.
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Figure 3.2. ICT-enabled Living Lab experiential computing.
3.3 Living Lab and social media
One essential component in an ICT-enabled LL experiential computing
infrastructure is the digitalized actors in LL. The digitization of actors in
the LL environment has been accomplished in part by social media and
mobile computing, as shown in Figure 3.2.
3.3.1 OtaSizzle project
OtaSizzle is a long-term LL mobile social media research project at Aalto
University. According to the project Wiki, “OtaSizzle will develop an open
experimentation environment for testing mobile social media services. It
will be a ‘living lab’ for thousands of users in Otaniemi, with extensions
in greater Helsinki. The project will create prototype mobile social media
service platforms and study them with extensive ﬁeld tests, coupled with
quantitative measurements and qualitative analysis. The outcome will
be a “packaged” experimentation environment, the “SizzleLab” concept”
[96].
The OtaSizzle platform includes core services and end-user services.
The core services provide some common services such as user proﬁles,
user groups, session management, location information, and social net-
works that are shared by all end-user services. On top of the core and en-
abling services, end-user can create many kinds of mobile and Web-based
social media services [81]. The communication between the core services
and the end-user services is based on RESTful (REpresentational State
Transfer) HTTP request and response [35]. The overview of the OtaSizzle
project architecture is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. OtaSizzle architecture (adapted from [81])
Most core services and end-user services developed in the OtaSizzle ar-
chitecture have been open-sourced under the MIT open source license.
The services themselves are just seeds for further social media service de-
velopment and innovation. The source codes are hosted in Github (https:
//github.com/sizzlelab). For the details on the OtaSizzle architecture
implementation, see Publication II and Publication III.
The OtaSizzle environment and experiments (e.g., mobile handset-based
user social media interaction behavior experiments) are being partially
replicated in China (Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications),
in the U.S. (UC Berkeley), and in Africa (University of Nairobi) for carry-
ing out comparative studies on the development and use of target services.
3.4 Living Lab and the Internet of Things
Other essential components in ICT-enabled LL experiential computing in-
frastructure are the digitalized context and artifacts by Ambient Intelli-
gence, IoT, and smart devices, as shown in Figure 3.2.
3.4.1 Smart BUPT project
The Smart BUPT project, focusing on IoT research, aims at creating an
open campus based innovation platform by combining IoT and LL ap-
proaches to facilitate user-driven creation of useful and intelligent ser-
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Figure 3.4. Smart BUPT architecture
vices related to the user’s daily activities. In order to lower the techni-
cal threshold for users to create mobile ubiquitous services, Smart BUPT
project architecture is based more on the concept of WoT. Similar to the
concept of IoT, WoT is based on the vision that everyday devices and ob-
jects are connected and fully integrated into the Web by using existing
well-accepted Web standards such as HTTP and REST [115]. The Smart
BUPT project architecture is shown in Figure 3.4.
For the details on the Smart BUPT architecture implementation, see
Publication II and Publication III. Again, the Smart BUPT WoT services
are meant as seeds and examples, and the key area of the activity is to
develop the infrastructures and environment for long-term research in
real-life settings with support for situationally and locally relevant ser-
vices, as in the case of the OtaSizzle counterpart, but with special empha-
sis on enabling the use of sensor-based information sources and the IoT
approach.
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3.5 Ubiquitous Living Lab services platform
3.5.1 UBISERVE project
The UBISERVE project (Research on Future Ubiquitous Services and Ap-
plications) is “a joint research effort funded by Finland Tekes (the Finnish
Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation), which is dedicated to
advance research in the ﬁeld of Future Ubiquitous Services (FUS). The
project will strengthen the collaboration between Finland and China in
the ICT alliance through constructing service-enabling environments, de-
veloping test environments for FUS in real-life settings. The activities
include Living-Labs based research on ubiquitous innovation and con-
structive research on transmission algorithms and service overlay archi-
tectures” [121].
3.5.2 Ubiquitous Living Lab services platform architecture
People’s everyday experiences can be conceptualized as the interactions
with four dimensions: time, space, actors, and artifacts [137]. From its
own perspective, experiential computing is enabled by the mediation of all
or part of the dimensions of the aforementioned four dimensions of human
experiences through digital technology [137]. From the perspective of DE,
Nachira et al. believe that DE is made possible by the convergence of
three networks: ICT networks, social networks, and knowledge networks
[90].
Based on these perspectives, we believe that the combination of the mo-
bile social media and IoT is important for the ubiquitous LL services ar-
chitecture. The complementary relationship between the OtaSizzle project
and the Smart BUPT project is shown in Figure 3.5. From Figure 3.5,
we can see that the OtaSizzle project focuses on the combination of LL
and social media (the network of people), while Smart BUPT project fo-
cuses on the combination of LL and the Internet of Things (the network
of things). The combination of these three parts is the ubiquitous LL ser-
vices platform—UBISERVE.
The similarities between the OtaSizzle project and the Smart BUPT
project are as follows:
• Living Lab approach
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Figure 3.5. Complementary relationship between the projects
– Both are based on the LL idea and mobile services platform.
– Both are ﬁrst deployed in a campus environment.
• Technical similarities
– Their architectures are similar (layered and modular). There are core
services libraries and different end-user services.
– The core services libraries of the OtaSizzle and the Smart BUPT sen-
sor libraries are both written in Ruby on Rails.
– The calls between end-user services and core services is by RESTful
APIs.
– Both have location-based services.
• Ecosystem thinking
– Both are open platforms which provide open APIs to third-party de-
velopers.
– Both are supported by partnering with third-party companies.
Based on the similarities and complementary relationship between the
OtaSizzle and the Smart BUPT, we propose a ubiquitous LL innovation
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Figure 3.6. A ubiquitous Living Lab services platform
platform architecture as shown in Figure 3.6. We divide the architecture
into two parts: an LL actors part and an LL infrastructure part. In the
LL actors part, we focus on the main actors, such as end-users and de-
velopers and their roles in the ecosystem. In the infrastructure part, we
focus on the digital species and technical architecture that combine the so-
cial media and sensor-based services from the original OtaSizzle and the
Smart BUPT architectures. The architecture is described in three blocks.
The leftmost block is the development block. The rightmost block is the
research block. The middle block is the LL infrastructure. Above these
three blocks, the topmost part is the end-users.
Living Lab actors
Depending on the nature of different LLs, there are different types of ac-
tors or stakeholders in the LLs (e.g., users, companies, governments, and
research institutes, etc.). They are self-organizing and related to each
other and maintain the ecosystem collaboratively. The essential actors in
the LL ecosystem are end-users, developers, and researchers [77].
End-users End-users are not only services consumers and testers; they
can also act as innovation co-creators. Their needs and requirements
in their daily activities and experiences are sources for new services
and innovations.
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Developers Developers develop tools, services, and applications for end-
users, other developers, and researchers.
Researchers Researchers carry out different theoretical and empirical
research such as service design, service usage, service adoption, and
user behavior in the real-life contexts.
Living Lab infrastructure
The middle block is the LL infrastructure block. In order to illustrate the
combination of the OtaSizzle (social media part) and the Smart BUPT (IoT
part), we use different colors to represent components from the OtaSizzle
and the Smart BUPT, respectively. Speciﬁcally, in the architecture, the
components related to the OtaSizzle social media are ﬁlled in red, while
the components related to the Smart BUPT WoT are ﬁlled in yellow. If
a component is ﬁlled in red with a yellow shadow, this means that both
the OtaSizzle and the Smart BUPT architectures contain this component.
Examples include the third-party services or the components based on
the combination of components from both projects, such as the new end-
user services built on top of both the OtaSizzle and the Smart BUPT core
services.
The infrastructure block contains three sub-blocks or layers. The bot-
tom layer consists of third-party services networks and sensor networks.
The sensor networks include smart objects and wired/wireless networks.
Different services and data sources (such as sensor data) can be combined
to create a new service by a Web mashup — a Web application that inte-
grates services and data from multiple sources to provide a unique service
[138].
The middle layer is the core services layer. The core services include
the social network service, the sensor-based services, and third-party core
services.
The top layer is the end-user services layer. The end-user services can
be built on top of core services and third-party services. The communi-
cation between the end-user services layer and the core serves layer is
by RESTful Web services APIs. Some end-user services also provide web
services APIs for further mashups.
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3.6 A common Living Lab infrastructure architecture
Based on many LL infrastructure implementation experiences in differ-
ent projects, such as the OtaSizzle, the Smart BUPT projects (LLs for
Smart campuses), the T3RC responsive city project (an LL project for a
smart and sustainable city), the Measurement, Monitoring and Environ-
mental Assessment (MMEA) project (an LL project for citizen-driven envi-
ronmental measurement and monitoring), and the Actage project (an LL
project for smart elderly care) [118, 136], we ﬁnd that although different
projects are in different application domains, they share many similari-
ties, as follows:
Stakeholders Although some projects (e.g., the Actage project, an in-
ternational LL project with a wider selection of stakeholders from
governments, industries, and research institutes in both Finland
and China) have been involved with more different stakeholders
than other projects (e.g., the T3RC project, a Finnish local academic
project with less stakeholders), the common stakeholders by roles in
all projects are end-users, developers, and researchers.
Technology Although different projects have used different technologies
(e.g., the social media in the OtaSizzle and WoT in the Smart BUPT),
from the technical architecture’s perspective, they can be divided
into network layer, service platform layer, and application layer.
Artifacts Different projects have some common needs for LL infrastruc-
ture artifacts, such as mobile handset-based measurement tools for
monitoring user behaviors in real-life contexts and an LL researchers
platform for project management, research data collection, and user-
panel management because many LL researchers come from non-IT
backgrounds (e.g., economics and arts). Therefore, many LL infras-
tructure artifacts have been developed, used, tested, and improved
in different LL projects and experiments.
Based on the aforementioned LL projects infrastructure implementa-
tion experiences and similarities, a common or general LL infrastructure
architecture is proposed, as shown in Figure 3.7.
The common technical architecture includes three blocks. The left-most
block is the service developers and providers block, which includes the
end-user application and service developers, core service providers, and
third-parties service providers. The middle block includes three layers.
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Figure 3.7. A common Living Lab technical architecture
The bottom layer is the network layer, which contains the networks such
as WoT, wireless, and sensors. The middle layer is the service platform
layer, which contains the core services and middleware. The top layer
contains the end-user applications and services. The right-most block is
the researchers block, which contains the tools for collecting research data
such as in-device (e.g., mobile handset-based) measurement tools. There
are two clouds in the architecture. The top cloud is the collection of end-
users. The bottom cloud is the collection of LLs, namely the real-life con-
texts. Between the end-users and service providers, there is a application
& service broker or repository to help end-users ﬁnd the applications and
services. Between the end-users and researchers, there are tools for user
research and user panel management.
Many core components or elements in the common LL infrastructure
have been developed and improved in different LL projects as open-sourced
LL tools (https://github.com/sizzlelab). For example, rePortal (https:
//github.com/t3rc/rePortal) is an LL experiment project management
platform (e.g., user panel recruitment and tools management). Context-
Logger3 (https://github.com/apps8os/contextlogger3) is a mobile handset-
based sensing and logging tool. AaltoApps (https://github.com/sizzlelab/
aaltoapps) is a developer applications and services marketing platform.
Publication II & Publication III elaborate the implementation of different
components and tools in the common LL architecture.
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Figure 3.8. A Web-based two-layered integration technical framework
3.7 A Web-based two-layered integration technical framework
In LL ICT architecture, how to integrate heterogeneous smart devices
from different manufacturers and more importantly how to integrate these
devices into complex business environment are two important challenges.
For the ﬁrst challenge, RESTful WoT provides a lightweight, efﬁcient, and
scalable solution for integrating heterogeneous smart devices such as the
physical Mashup [47, 48]. For the second challenge, a Web-based two-
layered integration framework is proposed, as shown in Figure 3.8 [136].
The device layer integration (integrating heterogeneous smart devices) is
by RESTful WoT gateway, while the business process layer integration
(integrating devices into business processes) is by BPM (Business Process
Management) middleware [136, 135]. Publication IV elaborates the de-
sign and implementation of the Web-based two-layered integration tech-
nical framework in more detail. The proposed solution is evaluated by a
real-life elderly care LL use case and is compared with other solutions by
different criteria such as interoperability, complexity, ﬂexibility, compati-
bility, and agility.
3.8 Chapter summary
In this chapter, a ubiquitous LL services platform combining social media
and WoT is proposed and implemented. A common LL technical archi-
tecture is proposed by the experiences from many LL projects, which has
been implemented and evaluated in different LL projects. A Web-based
two-layered integration technical framework is proposed for integrating
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heterogeneous smart devices into business processes, which is evaluated
in a real-life elderly care case.
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4. Living Lab Methods
Suitable processes and methods are needed for LL to understand users’
behavior and facilitate user involvement and stakeholder collaboration in
the innovation and development process. However, there is a remarkable
lack of in-depth descriptions and discussions of LL processes and methods
in current LL literature [38]. More empirical experiences are needed in
the LL processes and methods aspects [38]. Therefore, this chapter will
explore the LL methods.
4.1 Living Lab process
Several LL methodology models on LL activity processes have been pro-
posed in the LL literature. For example, the FormIT model is the spiral
LL methodology model through the iteration of three stages: the design
of concepts, the design of prototypes, and the design of the ﬁnal system
[12]. The FormIT model is from the perspective of the design of the prod-
uct or service. The iLabo LL methodology model uses the iteration of
four phases: contextualization, concretization, implementation, and feed-
back [8]. The iLabo model emphasizes the importance of context. The
Helsinki LL methodology is a three-phase spiral methodology. The ﬁrst
phase is Grounding, in which stakeholders are identiﬁed and users are se-
lected. The second phase is the interactive and iterative Co-design phase,
in which prototypes are co-designed with users. The third phase is ap-
propriation and implementation, in which the ﬁnal innovation outcome is
tested and feedback is gathered [6]. The Catalan LL methodology is also
a three-phase spiral methodology. The ﬁrst phase is group selection. The
second phase is the creation of an innovation arena, which often involves
the use of advanced ICT infrastructure. The ﬁnal phase is the context
development or experimentation in the real-life contexts [6].
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Figure 4.1. Living Lab process
By synthesizing the existing LL literature [12, 8, 5, 6] and many years
of international LL practices, we propose an LL process model as shown
in Figure 4.1. In this model, users and their real-life contexts are in the
centric positions. The model has four iterative phases: Requirements, Co-
design, Prototyping, and Test & Tracking, plus an iteration exit phase:
Commercialization.
The ﬁrst phase is requirements in which the real-life contexts, users
(groups), and issues to be solved are preliminarily identiﬁed. For the
features of LL, the issues are usually closely related with users’ real-life
needs, such as healthcare and trafﬁc.
The second phase is co-design. Based on the input from the requirement
analysis phase, designers (e.g., service designers) involve users and other
stakeholders to co-design some LL products or services to solve users’ re-
quirements.
The third phase is prototyping. Developers co-develop LL innovation
prototypes with users. The co-creation of ICT solutions is one of the core
advantages of LL over traditional user-centric methodologies [84].
The fourth phase is Test & Tracking, in which the prototypes are tested
(e.g., functions and usability) and users’ interactions with prototypes are
tracked in real-life contexts. Users’ feedback is collected.
Two additional cycles are included in Figure 4.1: the user cycle and
the commercialization cycle. As a user-centric and context-centric open
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innovation approach, users and their real-life contexts are the core of LL
methodology. The iterative phases are not in linear sequence but can take
place concurrently. They interact with each other in the LL context. With
the innovation vortex of the iteration, some innovation outcomes might be
commercialized.
The proposed LL process model has been tested and validated in many
LL projects cases, such as the OtaSizzle project and the Actage project.
In the OtaSizzle project, the users are targeted to Aalto University stu-
dents and staff. The requirements from students, such as exchanging
goods and services are the sources for developing different OtaSizzle ser-
vices. The services are co-designed by the collaborations among different
players such as users, designers, and developers. Many rounds of user
studies by both interviews [73, 116] and mobile handset-based methods
[69] were conducted to improve the OtaSizzle services. In OtaSizzle, the
Kassi service (a campus-based social media service for exchanging goods
and services) has been successfully commercialized. In the Actage project,
the users are elderly people. The requirements of elderly people in their
daily lives are the sources for innovation. Many elderly-caring products
and services are co-designed and developed by involving elderly people
in both the laboratory and their real-life contexts (e.g., homes). Several
tests and experiments by case study and a mobile handset-based user be-
havior measurement method have been conducted in the Actage project.
Some elderly-caring products and services have been commercialized in
both the Finland and China markets. Publication V elaborates more on
the process-model evaluation.
4.2 Living Lab methods
Although many different types of methods are reported in LL studies,
such as interviews and ICT-enabled methods, the current LL literature
lacks a framework or taxonomy to classify different LL methods [84].
Therefore, we propose an LL methods taxonomy to categorize different
types of LL methods, as shown in Figure 4.2. LL is a mixed or multi-
disciplinary approach, which combines the researcher-mediated research
methods and the ICT-enabled research methods. LL is a new methodolog-
ical approach that combines the features of Lab research (user labs) and
Action research (real-world settings) [59]. Therefore, the horizontal axis
is the two components of LL, namely the laboratory part (more control)
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Figure 4.2. Living Lab methods
and the living part (less control). The vertical axis is the mediation, by
ICT or by researchers. There are four quadrants in Figure 4.2, namely
the ICT-embedded real context methods, ICT-adapted laboratory meth-
ods, researcher-mediated laboratory methods, and researcher-mediated
real context methods.
The ﬁrst quadrant is the ICT-embedded real context methods. These
methods are the core or essence of the LL approach, which manifest the
advantages and innovativeness of the LL approach. Examples include the
smart homes and mobile handset-based measurement. In these methods,
the ICT is embedded in the users’ real-life contexts. The advantages of
the methods in this quadrant are that they are non-obtrusive or less ob-
trusive (embedded in the real-life contexts) and suitable for collecting big
data from large user bases continuously with less human efforts. The dis-
advantages include unfamiliarity to many researchers and user privacy
issues.
The second quadrant is the ICT-adapted laboratory methods, which are
the adapted versions (by ICT technologies) of traditional researcher-mediated
laboratory methods (in the third quadrant). Examples include the online
interview and the online focus group. Compared with the methods in the
ﬁrst quadrant, they are more familiar to researchers.
The third and fourth quadrants are the researcher-mediated laboratory
methods (e.g., interviews and surveys) and researcher-mediated real con-
text methods (e.g., ﬁeld trials and ethnography) respectively. They are
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well-established methods and very familiar to researchers.
In the following two sections, we present two case studies by different
LL methods. The ﬁrst case is to study users’ online activities in two
campus-based LL social media services by social network analysis. The
second case is to study everyday life activities of Chinese university stu-
dents by mobile sensing.
4.3 Case study: Campus-based social media services
The background of the campus-based social media case originates from
the LL social media research project “OtaSizzle" at Aalto University in
Finland, which we have introduced in Chapter 3. OtaSizzle focuses on
social media services especially the mobile ones and their creation, us-
age, research, and innovation [81]. One social media service developed in
OtaSizzle is Kassi, which is a social media platform for facilitating stu-
dents and staff at the Aalto campus to exchange goods and services. The
difference between LL social media and traditional online social media
is that in LL social media, the online and ofﬂine interactions are tightly
intertwined in the LL environment and most of the exchanges require
face-to-face interaction to be completed [116]. Kassi has been developed
since the summer of 2008 and was publicly released in the fall of 2009.
The registered users are more than 2,500 in September of 2010. The core
service of Kassi is exchanging goods and services (requesting something
and offering something). Besides the core service, Kassi also provides so-
cial networking functionalities such as user proﬁles, friends, and groups.
Figure 4.3 shows the interface of Kassi.
During the international collaboration of the OtaSizzle project, the Ota-
Sizzle core services and end-user services have partly been replicated and
adapted at Nairobi University, Kenya, in Africa, Beijing University of
Posts and Telecommunications (BUPT) in China, and the University of
California, Berkeley, in the U.S. [118]. Among these expansions, the Kassi
service has been adapted and deployed in BUPT with a new name, “YOU".
In August 2010, the localized YOU service (e.g., Chinese translation and
user interface changes) was ﬁnished. In January 2011, the registered
users in YOU is a little more than 1,000. Figure 4.4 shows the interface
of YOU.
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Figure 4.3. Kassi
4.3.1 Research methods
We use Social Network Analysis (SNA) to analyze different user behav-
iors such as exchanging, friending, and grouping. SNA studies the social
relationships (ties) such as friendships and communications among social
actors such as individuals or organizations (nodes) and the patterns and
implications of these relationships [133]. The three most popular individ-
ual or actor centralities to measure the relative importance of an actor in
a network are as follows [133]:
• Degree Centrality: Degree centrality is the number of ties a node has.
For example, in an undirected friendship network, the friendship degree
of an individual is the total number of friends he or she has. For directed
networks, degree centrality divides into in-degree (the number of ties
connected to a node) and out-degree (the number of ties connected from
a node). For example, in a personal email communication network, the
in-degree is the number of emails received, and the out-degree is the
number of emails sent.
• Betweenness Centrality: Betweenness centrality measures the impor-
tance of a node as a “bridge" or “middleman" role in a network.
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Figure 4.4. YOU
• Closeness Centrality: Closeness centrality measures the closeness by
geodesic distances of a node to other nodes in a network.
Except for the aforementioned three node or actor centralities, these
are also corresponding network or group degrees, betweenness and close-
ness centralities. From Freeman’s group centrality computation formulas
[133], we know that group centrality equals 0 when all actors have exactly
the same centrality index (degree, betweenness, or closeness centrality),
and equals 1 if one actor “completely dominates or overshadows" the other
actors (the star shape of the network structure). In order words, if group
centralities decrease, this means that group members’ positions or behav-
iors become more similar or “democratic” in the network. On the contrary,
if group centralities increase, this means that group members’ behaviors
become more differentiated or “hierarchical", as few core or leader players
dominate the network.
The SNA data come from the two social media database records, which
include different social network relationships such as friendships, groups,
and conversations. The main SNA tool is Condor [43]. Besides SNA, In-
ternet Community Text Analyzer (ICTA)[54, 46] was used for categorizing
social media topics to understand the service usages. QAP (Quadratic As-
signment Procedure) correlation analysis by UCINET 6 [17] and Pearson
correlation analysis by SAS were used to understand the correlations be-
tween different social relationships (e.g., the friend relation and exchang-
ing relation) and different user behaviors (e.g., the requesting and offering
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Table 4.1. Statistics of goods and services in Kassi and YOU
Kassi YOU
Goods Offers 802 704
Goods Requests 261 103
Services Offers 221 76
Services Requests 119 8
Total 1403 891
Figure 4.5. Top 30 terms in Kassi
behaviors), respectively.
4.3.2 Results
Exchanging behavior
The Kassi dataset is from September 2009 to September 2010 (1 year),
while the YOU dataset is from August 2010 to January 2011 (half a year).
Table 4.1 shows the statistics of goods and services usage in Kassi and
YOU.
Although the time spans of data records for Kassi and YOU are differ-
ent, we can still see some usage patterns from Table 4.1. For similarities,
both Kassi and YOU have far more goods than services. Both Kassi and
YOU have far more offers than requests. For differences, the ratio be-
tween services and goods in Kassi is much higher than that in YOU. The
ratio between requests and offers in Kassi is also much higher than that
in YOU.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the top 30 terms discussed in Kassi and YOU
by the ICTA text analyzer. From Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we can also see that
both Kassi and YOU terms are closely related to the students’ campus
life, such as studying, living, and entertainment. However, we can also
see the differences. For example, the top two terms in Kassi are “asking
price" and “apartments", while in YOU, they are “information" and “book".
To understand the evolution of exchanging behavior, we use Condor to
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Figure 4.6. Top 30 terms in YOU
Figure 4.7. Kassi conversation network
analyze the exchanging communication or conversation data. The conver-
sation network is a directed network.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the conversation networks of Kassi and
YOU, respectively. From these two ﬁgures, we ﬁnd that both Kassi and
YOU conversation networks are sparse (low network densities). Both net-
works have a few leader users with high-degree centralities; they are
mainly the project members of the social media services.
Figure 4.9 also shows that both Kassi and YOU conversation network
densities are low (sparse). For Kassi, at the beginning of the Kassi public
release, a few users act as leaders by overshadowing other users by their
Figure 4.8. YOU conversation network
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of betweenness(red), degree(blue) and density(green) in Kassi
and YOU conversation networks (left: Kassi, right: YOU)
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Figure 4.10. Comparison of daily new conversations in Kassi and YOU (left: Kassi, right:
YOU)
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higher degree of centrality and betweenness centrality because of promo-
tion activities. When the time went by, the behavior of users in the Kassi
network became more similar after that. For YOU, the group degree and
betweenness centralities are almost horizontal, which means the conver-
sation activities are inactive. Later, the degree and betweenness centrali-
ties of YOU go up slightly. It relates to new rounds of promotion activities.
Both the Aalto and BUPT universities have made several rounds of pro-
motional activities for Kassi and YOU, respectively. Figure 4.10 shows
that during promotion periods (at the beginning of semesters), conversa-
tion activity surges; and between the promotion periods, daily conversa-
tions are quite steady in Kassi. Comparatively, the daily conversations
are even less, and intermittent, in YOU.
Friending behavior
A friendship network is a one-mode network (which means the subjects of
social network analysis belong to a single set), and an undirected network
(which means that if actor A is a friend of actor B, then actor B is also a
friend of actor A [133]).
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the Kassi and YOU friendship networks,
respectively. We can see that only a few lead users are active (with high-
degree centrality), while most users in both Kassi and YOU are not active
in making friends. However, we can also see the differences between Kassi
and YOU friendship networks. In Kassi, the whole friendship network is
connected, while in YOU, there are several isolated sub-groups or sub-
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Figure 4.11. Kassi friendship network
Figure 4.12. YOU friendship network
networks around the central network. The reason might relate to the
comparative short time of operation of the YOU service.
Figure 4.13 shows a comparison of betweenness, degree, and density in
the Kassi and YOU friendship networks. We can see that both friending
activities become inactive or stagnant after public release of the services.
Figure 4.14 shows the comparison of daily new friendships in Kassi and
YOU. It further conﬁrms that the friending activities are inactive after
the promotions. Comparatively, the friending behavior in YOU is even
less and intermittent.
Grouping behavior
In Kassi and YOU, registered users can create their own groups or join
existing groups. The group network is a two-mode network because the
relationship is between two sets, namely the users and the groups [133].
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of betweenness(red), degree(blue) and density(green) in Kassi
and YOU friendship networks (left: Kassi, right: YOU)
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of daily new friendships in Kassi and YOU (left: Kassi, right:
YOU)
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Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the group networks of Kassi and YOU, re-
spectively. Kassi has 58 groups, while YOU has 35 groups. The phe-
nomenon of users’ co-presence in multiple groups, which is popular in
Facebook [74], is not common in Kassi and YOU. Most users are only in
one or two groups.
Figure 4.17 shows that the grouping activities are inactive or stagnant
in both Kassi and YOU after their public release.
Figure 4.18 shows that there are some group activity surges around each
round of promotion periods. However, between promotion periods, the
grouping activities are quite inactive.
Correlation analysis
To better understand the correlation between different behaviors such
as conversation, friending, and grouping, we use SAS for the correlation
analysis.
Reciprocity Reciprocity or mutualism is a phenomenon which has been
observed in many online communities [64, 131]. In order to measure reci-
procity, we make Pearson correlation analyses between the offers and re-
quests and between the conversation in-degrees and out-degrees by SAS.
Table 4.2 shows that there are moderate positive correlations between
offers and requests and between conversation in-degrees and out-degrees.
Earlier Kassi user studies also found out that reciprocity is a key factor
in user’s participation motivation [73, 116].
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Figure 4.15. Kassi group network
Figure 4.16. YOU group network
Figure 4.17. Comparison of betweenness(red), degree(blue) and density(green) in Kassi
and YOU group networks (left: Kassi, right: YOU)
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Figure 4.18. Comparison of daily new grouping activities in Kassi and YOU (left: Kassi,
right: YOU)
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Table 4.2. Correlation analysis for reciprocity
Coefﬁcient Signiﬁcance
Kassi offers & requests 0.511 < 0.0001
Kassi in-degrees & out-degrees 0.552 < 0.0001
YOU offers & requests 0.436 < 0.0001
YOU in-degrees & out-degrees 0.502 < 0.0001
Social networking and exchanging activities As we introduced in the Sec-
tion 4.3, Kassi and YOU support social networking functionalities, except
for the core exchanging service. So one interesting question is whether the
social networks such as friends and groups correlate with the exchanging
activities: for example, whether the friendship and group relationship will
help or contribute exchanging relationship or behavior. As the “relation-
ship" data per se are the data about “correlation" which violates the rule
of “collinearity", many traditional statistics techniques (e.g., the Ordinary
Least Squares) can not be used. A randomization test method called the
“Quadratic Assignment Procedure" (QAP) was widely used in SNA for this
situation [111].
We use UCINET 6 for the QAP analysis. The main results are shown
in Table 4.3. From Table 4.3, we can see that friendships and groups are
not correlated with current Kassi and YOU core service usage, namely
the exchanging relationship. In fact, Figures 4.13 and 4.17 also suggest
this result. Figures 4.13 and 4.17 show that degree and betweenness cen-
trality lines are almost horizontal (unchanged) after the public release of
Kassi and YOU.
4.3.3 Discussion
From exchanging behavior analysis, we see that the top discussion terms
in Kassi and YOU show strong locality features (e.g., geographical local
contexts features and culture features). For example, in Kassi, users tend
to make transactions (asking prices) of items more, while in YOU , users
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Table 4.3. Correlation analysis for social networks and exchanging behaviors
Obs Value Signiﬁcance
Kassi friendship & exchanging 0.237 0.312
Kassi group & exchanging 0.285 0.084
YOU friendship & exchanging 0.476 0.261
YOU group & exchanging 0.583 0.121
tend to borrow items more. In Kassi, coffee is one top discussed term,
which reﬂects the Finnish culture. In Kassi, another top discussed term
is apartment (e.g., renting or sharing apartments), while in YOU, there
are no such discussions. These differences might relate to the context
differences. Many Aalto University students have to rent or share apart-
ments because of the limited university accommodation resources, while
in BUPT, almost all students live in university dormitories. Both Kassi
and YOU top discussion terms show the close relationship with students’
daily life activities and needs. Both Kassi and YOU have far more tangi-
ble items than intangible services, which suggests that utilitarian values
instead of social values are the main motivations to use the social media
services [73, 116]. The predominance of tangible goods than intangible
services may due to the risk of exchange goods is less than services (e.g.,
goods usually have explicit value, while services do not) [27, 116] and
the lack of social capital (e.g., trust, norms, obligations, and expectations)
[91]. However, the ratio between services and goods in Kassi is much
higher than that in YOU. This might reﬂect the social capital differences
in the two campuses. Both Kassi and YOU have far more offers than re-
quests, which suggests users are clearer about what they have than what
they need.
From the conversation network SNA analysis, we can see that after the
public release of Kassi, users’ exchanging behavior becomes more simi-
lar as conversation network betweenness decreases. However, the con-
versation network betweenness curve of YOU goes up slightly during a
half-year time span. This may relate to the promotion activities in which
lead users dominate the network. From the correlation analysis, we know
that users’ conversations are moderate positively correlated with users’
requests and offers, and there are reciprocal relationships between re-
quests and offers.
From the friending behavior analysis and grouping behavior analysis,
we know that friending and grouping behaviors become stagnant after
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the public release. The correlation analysis between social networks and
conversations further conﬁrms that currently there are not much correla-
tions between social networks and users’ exchanging behaviors.
As the LL social media services span the online and ofﬂine contexts,
we acknowledge the limitation in studying users’ interaction activities by
online database logs.
We summarize the above ﬁndings as follows:
• LL social media usage shows close connections with the features of
users and contexts (e.g., culture features and geographical local contexts
features) and are closely connected with users’ daily life activities and
needs.
• Because users are clearer about what they have than what they need
and the importance of reciprocity, it’s important to ﬁnd or elicit hidden
user needs from their daily lives to promote the usage of LL innovation.
• The building of social capital (e.g. trust and norms) is important to
escalate the LL innovation usage (e.g., from goods exchange to services
exchange).
• The interaction with LL social media usually spans different contexts,
such as online and ofﬂine contexts. Therefore, it’s important to record
user activities in different contexts of interaction to comprehensively
understand user behaviors.
4.4 Case study: Everyday life sensing
In this section, we present an LL experiment on Chinese university stu-
dents’ everyday lives by mobile handset-based measurement.
4.4.1 Research methods
The mobile sensing tool is the MIT open source Android-based mobile
sensing framework “Funf" (www.funf.org) [1]. The experiment was con-
ducted in a laboratory at the Chinese University of Posts and Telecommu-
nications from 16.10.2012 to 25.11.2012 (six weeks). In the experiment,
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Table 4.4. Demographic information on the participants
ID Gender Mobile Device Android version
1 male Samsung GT-19100G 4.0.4
2 female HTC Villec 4.0.3
3 female ZTE U930 4.0.3
4 male HTC Vivow 4.0.3
5 femae Samsung GT-19108 2.3.6
6 male HTC Espresso 4.0.3
7 female HTC Marvel 2.3.5
8 female Meizu M9 4.0.3
9 male XiaoMi M1 2.3.5
10 female ZTE V880 2.2.2
11 female HTC Vivo 2.3.5
12 female Samsung S5830 2.3.4
13 female Samsung GT-19300 4.0.4
14 male XiaoMi M1 4.0.4
15 female Huawei iT9200 4.0.3
16 female Vtion Vpad V7 2.2.2
17 male XiaoMi M1 2.3.5
18 male Motorola Titianium 2.1
19 male Xiaomi M1 2.3.5
19 participants (11 females and 8 males) were recruited, as shown in Ta-
ble 4.4.
Funf provides an abundance of built-in sensors or probes such as po-
sitioning, social, motion, environment, and device interaction [1]. The
Funf mobile sensing client used in the experiment is “Funf in a box"
(www.funf.org/inabox). By using Funf in a box, each experiment partic-
ipant will have the same Funf probe conﬁguration (e.g., the number of the
enabled probes and their sampling frequencies). Table 4.5 shows the con-
ﬁguration parameters for some Funf probes. For the detailed meanings of
the conﬁguration parameters, please refer to the wiki pages of the Funf
Developers website (https://code.google.com/p/funf-open-sensing-framework).
The collected data will ﬁrst be stored at the local storages of the partic-
ipants’ mobile devices and periodically upload to a conﬁgured Dropbox
account storage. The data are stored in the SQLite database format. The
data are protected by passwords and are anonymized. All the privacy
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Table 4.5. Funf sensing conﬁguration
Category Probe name sensing frequency
Device
Android info 604,800 seconds
Battery Info 600 seconds
Hardware Info 604,800 seconds
Mobile Network Info 604,800 seconds
Device Interaction
Applications 36000 seconds
Running Applications 30 seconds
Motion
Accelerometer 300 seconds for 30 seconds
Activity 300 seconds for 15 seconds
Orientation 180 seconds for 15 seconds
Positioning
Location 1,200 seconds for 120 seconds
Cell Towers 600 seconds for 30 seconds
Bluetooth 600 seconds for 30 seconds
Wiﬁ devices 600 seconds for 30 seconds
Social
Call Logs 36,000 seconds
Contacts 36,000 seconds
SMS Logs 36,000 seconds
parts of data (such as Call Logs and browsing URLs) are hash encrypted.
4.4.2 Results
Application usage
Funf application probes can measure what applications are installed on
the device, what applications are uninstalled, and what applications are
currently running.
There are 182 unique application packages (around 10 applications per
person). We categorize all these installed applications into 19 categories.
We ﬁrst search the applications from the respective app stores (such as
Google Play and Qihoo App Store) by their names. We then use the cate-
gories identiﬁed in the respective app stores. For the applications that we
can’t ﬁgure out, we will verify them by asking the participants. The ap-
plication categories are shown in Table 4.6. The numbers of applications
in each category are shown in Figure 4.19.
74% of the participants (all 8 male participants and 6 female partici-
pants) did not delete any applications during the experiment time span,
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Table 4.6. Application categories
Category Description
System System-related applications such as control
panel, settings, clipboard, input methods, etc.
Tools Utilities for a wide range of tasks such as VPN
client, FileTransferClient, Flashlight, etc.
SNS Social network services such as Sina Weibo, and
Renren, etc.
Productivity Applications that enhance productivity, such as
Ofﬁce, calendar, contacts, clocks, etc.
Communication Communication applications include Instant
Messaging (e.g., WeChat), email, SMS (includ-
ing Fetion and Youni SMS), etc.
Voice Phone calls and other voice-related applications
Personalization Ringtones, wallpapers, desktop themes
Photography Photos and videos, camera
Education Study-related applications, such as dictionary
Reader eBook readers, Adobe PDF reader
Browsing browsers
Entertainment Applications for amusement or enjoyment such
as PPS, joke books, Mediashub
Map Maps, navigation
News and magazines Sina news, Diangping, radio news
Gaming Different types of games
Appstore Google Play, Qihoo Appstore, Wandoujia, Sam-
sung Apps
Commerce Online shopping and ebusiness such as Taobao,
Tao800, Dazhihui
Music Musics, and music players
Security Security applications such as Qihoo 360 Mobile
Safe, Kingsoft Mobile Guard
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Figure 4.19. Installed applications
Figure 4.20. Uninstalled applications
while 5 female participants deleted 45 applications. Figure 4.20 shows
the numbers of uninstalled applications.
From Funf’s running applications probe data, we get all the running
applications in each sampling session. The sampling frequency in this
study is one-half minute. From all the running applications, we separate
the top running applications (the applications that participants interact
with) and background running applications (the applications running in
the background). Figure 4.21 shows the top running applications by their
frequencies. Many applications are shared among participants (e.g., Mo-
bile QQ and Sina Weibo).
From all the top running applications data, we visualize the average
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Figure 4.21. Top running applications by frequencies
activities of different categories of application usages in Figure 4.22. We
also visualize the percentages of face time for each category of applica-
tions, their average used days used per week, and their percentage of
usage in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24, respectively.
Mobility
Funf positioning probes use surrounding wireless signals to gather infor-
mation about a device’s absolute location and relative location to other
devices by GPS, Cell ID, Bluetooth, and Wiﬁ.
During the experiment, only one participant enabled GPS. For this rea-
son, we used Cell ID probe as our positioning method. Although the ac-
curacy of Cell ID positioning is not very high, however, it is enough to
roughly show the students’ daily mobility activities. There are 347 unique
Cell IDs in all the Cell ID probes dataset. The original Cell ID numbers
differ from each other very much. For example, one Cell ID is 7 and an-
other Cell iD is 33271. To simplify the visualization, we renumber all the
unique Cell IDs from 1 to 347. We then separate all the Cell ID probe data
into weekday data and weekend data. Finally, we visualize all the week-
day and weekend Cell ID distribution data in a single day’s time span (24
hours), as shown in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26, respectively. Namely, we
condense six weeks of data into one typical day’s time span.
In Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26, the red dots represent female students’
mobilities, while the blue dots represent male students’ mobilities. As in
this experiment, we have more female students than male students, so
there are more red dots than blue dots in both ﬁgures. The red and blue
dotted lines, which are at the two ends of Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 dur-
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Figure 4.22. Average activities of running applications daily usage
ing the sleeping time (e.g., 10 PM to 6 AM), can be identiﬁed as the stu-
dents’ sleeping places (e.g., dormitories). The distribution of the dots in
Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 shows the students’ daily mobility patterns.
For example, during the weekday working hours (8 AM to 5PM), the top
of Figure 4.25 shows a mix of red dots and blue dots. This is because our
participants are recruited from the same laboratory. In the middle of Fig-
ure 4.26, where the red dots and blue dots are mixed, is the campus dining
places. Through the Cell IDs, LACs (Location Area Code), MCCs (Mobile
Country Code), and MNCs (Mobile Network Code),we calculate mobility
locations (latitude and longitude). We identiﬁed with participants that al-
most all the main activities (such as sleeping, eating, and studying) take
place in the campus areas. The overlapping of many dots in Figure 4.25
and Figure 4.26 reﬂects the repeatability of everyday routine activities.
Most dots are on the horizontal lines (the same locations), which reﬂects
the comparatively small and simple range of student life activities (e.g.,
dormitories, laboratories, and campus).
4.4.3 Discussion
In this case study, we present a study of the everyday lives of Chinese
university students by mobile sensing. The Funf tool used provides an
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Figure 4.23. Running applications face time statistics
abundance of rich sensor data such as application usage, mobility, social
(e.g., Call Logs), and device. In this study, we mainly present the results
on application usage, and mobility patterns of the experiment.
From the application usage study, we ﬁnd that the daily application used
by students is small (averaging 10 applications per participant). For in-
stalled applications, different students share many common applications
such as Sina Weibo, UCMobile, and Youdao Dictionary. Besides the sys-
tem applications, the top three categories of applications installed are
tools, SNS, and productivity. For uninstalled applications, the majority of
students did not uninstall any applications during the study. So the daily
used applications by students are quite steady. Among the uninstalled
applications, gaming is the top category of uninstalled applications.
For the running applications, we ﬁnd that the top three categories of
running applications are SMS, voice and SNS (total accounts for 57% of
face times). Therefore, we can say that students mainly use their smart-
phones for communication and social networking. SMS is used more often
by students than phone calls. This is might because of the cheaper cost
of SMS and the increase in other means of voice communication, such as
the Wechat, an Instant Messaging tools with voice function.
From the mobility study by Cell IDs, we ﬁnd that almost all the main
activities such as sleeping, eating, and studying take place in the cam-
pus areas. The overlapping of many dots in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26
reﬂects the repeatability of everyday routine activities.
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Figure 4.24. Running applications usage statistics
The ICT-embedded LL methods (e.g., the mobile sensing) provide an au-
tomatic and non-intrusive way of data collection during long periods com-
pared to traditional user study methods (e.g., interviews). Through the
combination of different LL methods (e.g., traditional researcher-mediated
LL methods and ICT-enabled methods), we can get a comprehensive pic-
ture of the daily lives of users.
4.5 Chapter summary
Based on our experiences in using different LL methods in different projects
and experiments (e.g., the aforementioned two case studies), we summa-
rize the features of different LL methods. Different methods have their
own advantages and disadvantages in different aspects, such as famil-
iarity to researchers, obtrusiveness, data collection means, data richness,
and application. Table 4.7 shows a comparison between the four types of
LL methods.
Depending on different LL cases situations, different combinations of
methods in different quadrants can be used. However, through statistics,
currently a predominant use of traditional researcher-mediated methods
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Figure 4.25. Mobility by Cell ID during weekdays
was observed in contrast to the rather limited usage of ICT-mediated
methods [107]. The traditional researcher-mediated methods may be well-
suited for some LL studies, but does not represent important methodolog-
ical advances [38]. With the development of ICT technologies such as
sensors, embedded computing, and mobile computing, users’ daily life ac-
tivities and experiences are increasingly digitalized. There is a trend for
ICT-mediated methods, especially the ICT-embedded real context meth-
ods such as the smart-home type of environments like MIT PlaceLab [63]
and mobile handset-based sensing and measurement methods [123].
This chapter proposes an LL process and LL methods taxonomy based
on many years of international LL practice experiences. The LL process
is a cyclic innovation process with the iterations of different phases, in
which users are in the central position and have different roles in different
phases. The proposed LL methods taxonomy shows that LL is a mixed or
multidisciplinary approach. LL methods include both researcher-mediated
and ICT-enabled methods. The ICT-embedded real context methods are
the trends for future LL development, which represent important method-
ological advances of the LL approach. Different LL methods have their
advantages and disadvantages and should be combined for a more com-
prehensive understanding of user behaviors from different sources.
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Figure 4.26. Mobility by Cell ID during weekends
Table 4.7. Comparison of different types of Living Lab methods
Dimension Researcher-
mediated
real con-
text meth-
ods
Researcher-
mediated
laboratory
methods
ICT-
adapted
laboratory
methods
ICT-
embedded
real con-
text meth-
ods
Scalability low low high high
Real-life contexts yes no no yes
Obtrusiveness high high middle low
Time span usually
long
usually
short
usually
short
usually
long
Data richness high low low high
Automatic data collection no no partly yes
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5. Discussion & Conclusion
5.1 Answers to the research questions
• RQ1: Can Web 2.0 elements be used in the LL infrastructure as a part
of the LL architecture?
ICT infrastructure is an important means in many LL innovation ac-
tivities such as context research and stakeholders’ collaboration and co-
creation processes [38, 85]. The development of networking of LLs has
higher demands for ICT technologies, such as reusable, interoperable,
adaptive, and scalable ICT infrastructure architectures and tools. Al-
though different ICT technologies (such as Web 2.0 [68, 105, 106], mo-
bile technology [68, 109] and IoT [124, 106]) have been used in different
LL domains (such as health care and smart cities) by many studies, in-
frastructure does not refer to the services and technologies per se under
control of the LL, but illustrates how different services, technologies, and
stakeholders are connected to open networks or architectures[85]. In the
current LL literature, research combining different services, technologies,
and stakeholders into architecture is scarce. In this thesis (Chapter 3), we
propose and implement a ubiquitous LL services platform by combining
social media and WoT (Publication II). People’s daily experiences can be
conceptualized as the interactions with four dimensions: time, space, ac-
tors, and artifacts [137]. The digitization of actors in an LL environment
has been accomplished in part by social media, while the digitalized con-
text and artifacts can be implemented by WoT. The combination of the
social media and WoT provides users with ubiquitous services access and
experiences in both an online context and ofﬂine physical contexts. A
common LL technical architecture is proposed by the experiences from
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many LL projects, which has been implemented and evaluated in differ-
ent LL projects (Publication III). A Web-based two-layered integration
framework is proposed for integrating heterogeneous smart devices into
business processes, which is evaluated in a real-life elderly-caring case
and compared with other alternative solutions by different criteria (Pub-
lication IV).
• RQ2: What are proper methods for implementing an LL?
Suitable processes and methods are needed for LL to understand user
behavior and facilitate user involvement and stakeholders’ collaboration
in innovation and development. However, as LL is a rather new area,
there is a remarkable lack of in-depth descriptions and discussions of LL
processes and methods in current LL literature [38, 113]. Therefore, more
empirical experiences are needed in the LL processes and methods as-
pects [33, 38].
For the LL process, several LL process models have been proposed in
the LL literature, such as the FormIT model [12], the iLabo model [8], the
Helsinki LL model, and the Catalan LL model [6]. Different models are
from different perspectives. For example, the FormIT model is from the
perspective of the design of a product or service. The iLabo model em-
phasizes the importance of context [8]. By synthesizing the existing LL
literature [12, 8, 5, 6] and many years of international LL practices, we
propose an LL activity process model, which is a cyclic innovation process
with iterations of different phases. The proposed model not only empha-
sizes the central position of users but also the central position of contexts,
as LL is a combination of user push and context push. The key differ-
ence between LL and other user-driven innovation approaches is that it
emphasizes the innovation from context push in users’ real-life contexts,
which can discover hidden user needs and unexpected user behavior pat-
terns [99, 39]. The model also emphasizes the different roles of users (as
co-partners) in different phases such as requirement analysis, co-design,
co-creation and testing. The proposed LL process model corresponds to the
several key innovation principles of LL in Chapter 2 (Publication I), such
as the innovation drivers (users and contexts), user roles (co-partners),
and the “end-of-innovation cycle" (the iterative innovation process with
the continuous interaction between different stakeholders). The validity
of the model has been veriﬁed by several LL project cases (Publication V).
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For LL methods, although many different types of methods are reported
in LL studies (such as interviews and ICT-enabled methods), the cur-
rent LL literature lacks a framework or taxonomy to classify different LL
methods [84]. Therefore, we propose an LL methods taxonomy to catego-
rize different types of LL methods (Publication V). LL is a mixed or multi-
disciplinary approach, which combines the researcher-mediated research
methods and the ICT-enabled research methods. LL is a new method-
ological approach which combines the features of Lab research (user labs)
and Action research (real-world setting) [59]. Therefore, we divide LL
methods into two dimensions. The horizontal dimension is the two com-
ponents of LL, namely the laboratory part (more control) and the living
part (less control). The vertical dimension is the mediation, by ICT or by
researchers. LL methods are the continua of the two dimensions. There
are four types of LL methods, namely the researcher-mediated real con-
text methods, researcher-mediated laboratory methods, ICT-adapted lab-
oratory methods, and ICT-embedded real context methods. The four types
of LL methods have been used in different LL projects, such as the OtaSiz-
zle project and the Actage project. Two LL user study cases are conducted
by using different LL methods (Publication VI and Publication VII). The
ﬁrst case studies user behaviors in two local campus-based social media
services by social network analysis. The results show that LL social me-
dia services have strong connections with the users and contexts under
study. Also, the interaction with LL social media usually span different
contexts, such as online and ofﬂine contexts. Therefore, it is important
to record user activities in different contexts of interaction to compre-
hensively understand user behavior. The second case studies the daily
life activities and experiences of 19 Chinese university students during
one and a half months by mobile sensing. The results demonstrate that
the ICT-embedded LL methods provide an automatic and non-intrusive
way to collect data during long periods compared to traditional user study
methods (e.g., interviews). Finally, a comparison of different LL methods
are summarized. The ICT-embedded real context methods are the trends
for future LL development, and they represent the important method-
ological advances of the LL approach. Different LL methods have their
advantages and disadvantages and should be combined for a more com-
prehensive understanding of user behaviors from different sources.
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5.2 Limitations of the study and future research directions
LL is a comparatively young innovation approach and research domain.
The relative paucity of research on LL justiﬁes the exploratory nature of
this study of many research questions by empirical LL practice experi-
ences and experiments. However, there are some limitations in the study.
The research as a whole is based on many years of practice experience
in several Sino-Finnish LL international collaboration projects. Hence,
it may be problematic to generalize the ﬁndings (e.g., can the ﬁndings
be transferred or adapted to the new LL contexts in other cultural back-
grounds ?). Therefore, future research would need to validate the ﬁndings
(e.g., LL methods and models) with more empirical evidences.
Speciﬁcally, for the LL concept, we propose an LL concept framework by
conceptual analysis approaches that are based more on a literature review
than an empirical basis. The proposed concept framework shows some
interesting connections and similarities between LL and Web 2.0. Future
research can be done to empirically study the relationships between LL
and Web 2.0 and other innovation paradigms such as Open Innovation.
For LL ICT infrastructure research, the proposed infrastructure archi-
tecture and implementation are based more on the exploratory academic
projects and proof-of-concept implementations. Future research can be
done to apply and validate the infrastructure architecture and implemen-
tation in more serious real-life LL project cases. More automatic LL in-
frastructures are needed in the future for automatic data collection from
different sources (e.g., sensors data and user feedback), data analysis, vi-
sualization and interpretation, and continuous experimentation in the LL
context to discover hidden user needs and unexpected user behavior pat-
terns.
For LL methods research, future research can be done to validate the
proposed LL process model and methods taxonomy with more empirical
evidence. Speciﬁcally, for the two campus-based social media services case
study, as the LL social media services span the online and ofﬂine con-
texts, we acknowledge the limitation in studying users’ interaction activi-
ties by online database logs. Therefore, for future research, the compara-
tive study between the two social media services can be further extended
through a theory of communication [78] and systems theory [42]. Accord-
ing to Luhmann’s theory of communication, social systems are systems of
communication. The unit of operation of social systems is the interactive
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construction of social meaning, which is generated as a consequence of
communication and human interactions. The individual and his or her
life are indispensable to the social system [78]. According to Luhmann’s
systems theory, it is important to understand how people traverse systems
in the course of their daily life and people’s relations to the wide range of
incompatible systems they engage with on a daily basis [42]. Therefore,
we believe that it is important to record users’ activities in different con-
texts of interaction to comprehensively understand user behaviors and
meaning in their daily life activities and experiences.
For a daily life sensing case study, we acknowledge three limitations.
The ﬁrst limitation is the limited numbers of experiment participants.
The second limitation is the short time span of the experiment. The third
limitation is that Funf in a box tool cannot provide user-input data. There-
fore, in the future work, we plan to recruit more participants during a
longer time period. With more participants over a longer time, we can
study more detailed user behavior patterns and differences: for example,
whether there are behavior differences between different genders or age
groups. In future work, we will also analyze other sensor data collected
by Funf, such as social activities (e.g., SMS Logs and Call Logs) and the
Accelerometer sensor, which can detect the means of users’ transporta-
tion (e.g., by foot or by car). To cope with the third limitation, we have
also developed a new mobile sensing tool called “ContextLogger" , based
on the Funf framework (https://github.com/apps8os/contextlogger3).
The ContextLogger not only has all the Funf sensing capabilities but also
provides an interface to let users mark or log an event such as shopping or
driving. For example, users can start or stop activities by clicking differ-
ent activity buttons. ContextLogger provides a list of common activities
such as “at home" and “eating". Users can also add their own customized
activities. Currently, ContextLogger also has the NFC (Near Field Com-
munication) capability. Users can swipe their smartphones near the dif-
ferent NFC tags which represent different activities. In the future, we
plan to add context-trigger functionalities to ContextLogger. For exam-
ple, questionnaires can be sent to users when they are in speciﬁc contexts
(e.g., time or place). With these kinds of real-time users’ feedbacks in spe-
ciﬁc contexts, researchers can interpret the meanings of contexts more
easily. In this study, we use the default sensing conﬁgurations for differ-
ent sensors. However, we ﬁnd that some sensors, such as the Accelerome-
ter sensor and the Orientation sensor, will generate more data than other
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sensors, which will drain the storage rooms and batteries. However, when
users are at home or at the ofﬁce, some sensors can stop sensing (e.g., Ac-
celerometer and Cell sensors). Therefore, it is important to have more
intelligent or smart conﬁgurations for different sensors (e.g., sampling
frequencies) in different contexts.
More research can be done on the combination application of different
types of LL methods, such as traditional laboratory methods and ICT-
embedded real context methods for different contexts (e.g., online social
interaction and ofﬂine real-life interaction) integration in LL. As users’
daily life activities include both indoor activities (e.g., cooking and sleep-
ing) and mobile activities (e.g., traveling), it is reasonable to combine in-
door sensing (e.g., Smart homes) with mobile sensing. By using these
mixed LL methods, we would have a more comprehensive picture of peo-
ple’s daily life in real-world settings over long periods of time, providing
a key element of the LL approach, i.e., a better understanding of user
and user community needs, even beyond what they themselves have been
able to explicitly identify because many of these needs and “service touch-
points" are unnoticed parts of daily life patterns and practices.
5.3 Concluding remarks
LL is an emerging and promising open innovation approach, which com-
bines the innovation drivers of users and their real-life contexts. It pro-
vides a mechanism to further democratize innovation by engaging larger
scale ordinary users and lay citizens in the innovation process over the
medium or long term and connect different stakeholders. It has recently
gained increasing interest and momentum in both academia and indus-
try. It is an umbrella concept with multiple stakeholders, aspects, meth-
ods, and disciplines. Therefore, more cross-boundary, cross-domain and
cross-disciplinary collaborations are needed to better understand it. This
thesis endeavors to explore the three aspects of LL: concept, architecture,
and methods. Hopefully, this thesis can help to better understand some
parts of the LL innovation paradigm.
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